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Week beginning 29.01.2024 

Plums class have shown that they are “out of this world” during our Space topic this term! 

The pupils existing knowledge, their enthusiasm for finding out fascinating facts and especially 

in their engagement in our Science based activities was stellar! 

Firstly, we explored the planets through song and dance then played Planet Bingo to become 

familiar with names and some simple features of each planet. 

Sorting, labelling and ordering the planets was another task which proved a little tricky but 

Plums rose to the challenge! 

 Some members of the class were sent on a mission to solve clues and identify planets, from their 

descriptions, placed around school. Mission accomplished! 

Plums class embarked on another long-haul journey when making our own 3D solar system model, 

everyone worked really hard to produce some stunning creations, I’m sure you’ll agree! 

We have loved investigating and developing our skills by exploring Space through Science! 

 

This week Cherry class had the pleasure of having AnimalsUK in 

school! We got to handle lots of different animals! There was an Owl 

(Gru), a chameleon (Milkshake), a bearded dragon (Charmander) 

tarantula (Charlotte) and a meerkat (Alexander)! We got to hold the 

animals and also learn a bit about them. Afterwards we wrote about 

the experience and which animals we loved and didn’t love so much… 

(Sorry Charlotte!!) 

In maths we have been looking at multiplication and using counters 

and place value charts to help with our learning. At first it was 

difficult but now we are really getting the hang of it!  

Finally in art, we have been exploring sunsets, this week we learnt 

about Claude Monet. Monet was a French Impressionist artist who 

used a technique called ‘tache’ in his work to create movement and 

colour in his paintings. We had a go at recreating his art style and 

then also selected some of our favourite artworks by Monet and 

some interesting facts! 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cherry class have had a 

fantastic week! 

This week in Maple Class pupils had an animal experience provided by Animal UK. Some pupils 

were very brave and even managed to keep their cool with a tarantula on their heads! 

As well as this Maple class have been working towards bringing their ideas to life in their 

Enterprise lesson, Maple have been making sweet cones to sell to pupils and staff which can be 

used for an end of year treat. 

 


